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ESPERANZA   
  DE VITA    A LIFESAVING JEEP 

         ADVENTURE IN THE 
GUATEMALAN MOUNTAINS

WORDS |  STAN WRIGHT, PHOTOS |  ERROL HIGGINS, RUTH LOBOS & STAN WRIGHT

“You have to give her back,” Alexis said quietly.  “No 
way,” I whispered back as if I had any say in the matter. 

Alexis, a 24-year old native Guatemalan who briefly 
lived in the United States, was translating for a machete-

wielding man at the edge of a coffee field high in the 
Guatemalan mountains. The man was holding a machete 

and I was holding his six-month old daughter, Jennifer. 

Although the man wasn’t acting aggressively toward us, 
my heart rate increased slightly as the tension in the air 
increased. No translation was needed for me to under-
stand that he had changed his mind and Jennifer would 
not be returning to Hope of Life with us that day. Just 
minutes earlier, our expedition guide, Alfredo Gonzalez, 
and our expedition doctor, Yasel Vargas, had convinced 
the man and his wife that Jennifer desperately needed to 
return with us to the Hope of Life campus and San Lucas 
Hospital to receive medical attention. Like many of the 
children in these remote Guatemalan villages, she was 
sick and malnourished. Jennifer’s mother was expected 
to join us as well but, ultimately, her father wouldn’t allow 
it. This could have been due to pride or even embarrass-
ment within the village. In these remote areas of Gua-
temala, the father has the final word on family matters. 
We gave the family a large bag of food and Alfredo ex-
plained to the man that he would be returning very soon 
with the police and Guatemala’s version of social services. 
Just days prior, Alfredo was out scouting areas and was 
alerted to Jennifer’s condition by the village leader. At the 
time, her family had agreed that she would accompany us 
back to San Lucas Hospital. Now she was going to have 
to wait a little longer. Unfortunately, many children suc-
cumb to the harsh conditions that surround them before 
arriving at Hope of Life. After driving nearly three hours of 
mountain roads just to reach them, I desperately wanted 
baby Jennifer to return with us. However, there is a pro-
cess to follow and guidelines must be adhered to, so we 
handed her back to her mother and were forced to walk 
away. Just like that, it was over. 
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After climbing back into the driver’s seat 
of our 2016 HERO Jeep Wrangler JKU, I 
covered my eyes with sunglasses to hide 
the welling emotion that was building from 
what had just transpired. How could I feel so 
connected to a child that wasn’t even mine? 
There is an inherent need in all of us to pro-
tect children and when you see a child suf-
fering, instinct takes over. Leaving Jennifer 
behind was emotionally difficult, but within 
minutes we were back on the mountain 
roads en route to our next rescue destina-
tion. I needed to focus on driving. 

Hope of Life
Esperanza de Vita, or Hope of Life, is an 
organization created by Carlos Vargas and 
his wife, Cheryl, in 1987 as a safe haven for 
the elderly and sick. In 1989, a small child 
named Jose was brought to Hope of Life 
from high in the surrounding mountains. 
Jose’s family was severely malnourished and 
they could not care for him any longer. Sad-
ly, there were many children just like Jose 
in the mountains and jungles of Guatemala. 
Carlos and his team were committed to find-
ing a solution. With stock four-wheel drive 
vehicles, they’d go on scouting missions to 
some of the most remote parts of Guatema-
la searching for families, especially children, 
in need of help. A 36-year long civil war that 
ended in 1996, combined with a prolonged 
drought, declining coffee prices and contin-
uous government corruption, has made life 
extremely difficult for Guatemalans and the 
indigenous Maya people of the area. 

The lack of rainfall in Guatemala over the 
past few years has created a poverty level 
that is one of the worst in the world. Last 
season, families used what very little money 
they had to plant corn and beans, but the 
drought hit even harder. Few, if any, crops 
survived. This is a mountainous area and 
crops are sown on steep hillsides and over 
harsh terrain. When the rains finally did ar-
rive, they fell in quick bursts and with such 
ferocity that they washed away what crops 
were left. Widespread famine and sickness 
quickly moved through this isolated region. 

Guatemala has a long history of govern-
ment corruption and, in 2001 under the 
presidency of Alphonso Portillo, more than 
80 percent of the country was living in pov-
erty. The President, however, was launder-
ing enormous amounts of money into bank 
accounts in Mexico and the United States. 
Meanwhile, his country was on the brink of 
complete collapse. The corruption and con-
tinued drought had reached a tipping point 
and the citizens of Guatemala were starv-
ing to death. On May 24, 2013, Alphonse 
Portillo was extradited to the United States 
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and stood trial for laundering more than 
$70 million of Guatemalan money through 
U.S. banks. His country just couldn’t recover 
from repeated corruption, and the collapse 
continued. On March 18, 2014, Portillo pled 
guilty in U.S. courts and was facing a maxi-
mum penalty of 20 years in prison and enor-
mous fines. Subsequently, on February 25, 
2015, less than 12 months after his indict-
ment and sentencing, he was released from 
a Denver, Colorado prison and returned to 
the country that he was once tasked with 
leading. The collapse of Guatemala contin-
ued. Today, there is new hope with a new 
President and groups like Hope of Life, Ab-
solute Results and The HERO Jeep Initiative 
which are committed to helping this region 
and its people survive.

Absolute Results, a Vancouver-based auto-
motive sales training team and large sup-
porter of Hope of Life International, part-
nered with The HERO Jeep Initiative and 
together they provided another way to as-
sist Carlos and his team in reaching these 
remote villages. They gave them brand new 
Jeeps. These Jeeps will be the basis of an 
exciting new opportunity for adventure trav-
elers. Through Hope of Life, you can par-
ticipate in adventure rescues throughout 
Eastern Guatemala and have a direct impact 
on the communities and local people of the 
region. Jeeps are just the beginning and the 
plan is to provide more vehicles and more 
resources to create a sustainable existence 
for these families. It’s not enough to just 
deliver food. Hope of Life, Absolute Results 
and The HERO Jeep Initiative are commit-
ted to educating these families on new ways 
to create sustainable food sources, ultimate-
ly ensuring their survival. 

I was invited to help launch this newest ini-
tiative by Absolute Results and work with 
the guides and drivers on how to best build 
the Jeeps for their intended purpose. Ini-
tially, I was just excited to be involved and 
have the opportunity to drive a vehicle in 
the mountains of Central America. I had no 
idea how much the entire experience would 
change my life. Most of us don’t wake up in 
the morning and think about traveling to 
Central America to rescue a child. Instead, 
we think about our next adventure oppor-
tunity or our next adventure conquest. The 
groups involved with this project are aim-
ing to provide all of that, with the added 
bonus of literally saving a life at the same 
time. It’s an amazing thing, in a beautiful 
country, with wonderful people who truly 
need our help.

Most of the roads we traveled did not re-
quire much more than what is already stan-
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dard on any Jeep Wrangler. The lack of 
consistent rain has hardened the ground 
and when it does rain, usually a short-lived 
torrential downpour, the dry earth acts like 
concrete and the precious rainwater just 
runs downhill. As you might expect, the 
HERO Jeep made easy work of the large 
ruts and pools of water that collect in the 
few flat areas that can be found. For Ab-
solute Results and Hope of Life, these new 
Jeeps are more than overlanding vehicles, 
they’re lifesaving ambulances. Being part of 
a lifesaving adventure is unlike anything I’ve 
ever experienced. 

It’s difficult to transition from driving a great 
vehicle in some of the most remote regions 
of southeastern Guatemala to arriving at a 
mud hut in the middle of the jungle. You 
must mentally prepare yourself for what 
you may find inside. Sometimes there was 
a makeshift door; other times, it was just 
sticks, banana leaves and plastic bags 
crudely covering an opening. Only once did 
we see anything that even resembled fur-
niture. That hut even had a few small beds 
but, with 14 people living there and maybe 
200 square feet of living space, there wasn’t 
a lot of room. How Alfredo even found this 
place or knew the route was bewildering to 
me. We traveled for hours just to reach the 
village. Along the way, we passed through 
the remote municipality of Jocotán. The 
poverty in the mountains surrounding this 
small Mayan town is staggering. Many in-
habitants still speak a dialect called Ch’orti’, 
an ancient Mayan language that has evolved 
exclusively in this region since 250 A.D. 

We passed through Jocotán on a Sunday, 
which is market day, and purchased corn, 
rice and beans for the families we’d be 
checking on. The streets were jammed with 
people and vendors and our Jeep barely fit 
through the narrow path. Jocotán is not a 
tourist destination by any means, so this is 
a market for the locals. It’s a stark contrast 
from the villages high above town, however, 
and with no money and no way to reach the 
market, it’s useless to the poverty-stricken 
families in the mountains. It’s mostly fruits, 
vegetables and piles of meat. Stacks of red 
meat were piled onto tables and exposed 
to the hot sun. Ch’orti’ women stayed busy 
swatting flies with small handkerchiefs as if 
that were the only concern with raw meat 
sitting out all day.

After leaving Jocotán, we began climbing 
into the mountains on rough dirt roads. The 
ever changing landscape was amazing. We 
traveled through thick jungle with banana 
trees and coffee plants for miles and then 
emerged into an area that could easily pass 
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for Colorado or Northern California. There 
were tall, sparsely distributed evergreen 
trees with pine needles covering the forest 
floor. Very few people get to see this part 
of Guatemala and, unless you’re willing to 
strike out on your own and attempt to find 
your own route, Hope of Life is the best 
chance you’ll have at intermingling with 
the indigenous people. This is not an area 
where you’d want to get lost or attempt to 
approach a hut looking for assistance. Many 
of the routes we traveled are used by drug 
cartels to avoid traditional border cross-
ings between Honduras and Guatemala. 
Although we didn’t encounter any obvi-
ous drug trafficking operations, the heavily 
armed Guatemalan Army soldiers we occa-
sionally passed were proof that this area is 
a hotbed for illegal activities. The fully built 
and armored Jeep J8s that the Guatema-
lan Army uses were provided by the United 
States and look like any fully built Jeep 
Wrangler you’d see on your local trails, ex-
cept these come standard with an armored 
box over the rear seats and machine guns 
on top. Armed guards accompany the 
Hope of Life rescue groups and these men 
are prepared to defuse any situations that 
may arise. The thought of danger certainly 
crossed my mind, but even the dangerous 
cartels of the region are familiar with Carlos 
Vargas and Hope of Life. Carlos was named 
the third most influential figure in Guate-
mala. I never once feared for my safety. We 
were stopped at a police checkpoint and 
as soon as the guards recognized the Hope 
of Life logo on the Jeep and the Hilux, they 
attempted a few phrases in English - pre-
sumably for me since I was the only gringo 
in the group – then shook our hands and 
waved us through. 

The Rescue Process
It is no small feat to drive into the moun-
tains, pick up families and deliver them to 
the incredible San Lucas Hospital at Hope 
of Life. Long before the rescue team assem-
bles for breakfast at the Hope of Life cam-
pus, Alfredo has already traveled to these 
communities, met with the village leaders, 
spoken with the families, and even held the 
children he is attempting to help. The value 
that he brings to this operation cannot be 
overstated. He carries only a small backpack 
with a hardcover notebook, a camera and 
a pen. His notes are as impeccable as his 
handwriting and everything is kept neat and 
in order. Children’s names, ages, birthdates, 
physical condition, family members living 
in the hut and general whereabouts are all 
contained on one page. Even with my lim-
ited ability to read Spanish, I felt incredibly 
privileged to thumb through something so 
valuable to our operation.



HAELEUM RECCAN INSECT SHIELD

Virus and disease-carrying insects are a part of 
life in Central America and a growing concern 
internationally, and choosing the right gear 
to protect yourself from bugs and the sun is 
important. The long-sleeved Haeleum Reccan 
became the “go to” choice while traveling 
through the region. Its moisture-wicking polyes-
ter fabric and 40+ UPF sun protection help to 
keep you cool and dry, but most importantly, 
the Insect Shield Repellent Technology keeps 
the biting insects away. At just 4.7 ounces, 
this shirt is lightweight and stays wrinkle-free 
whether stuffed in your pack or thrown in the 
back seat. MSRP $54.99 www.haeleum.com

Once the rescue team was assembled, 
we’d depart the campus in the HERO Jeep 
Wrangler bound for hot and dusty trails. 
The scouting missions were composed of 
smaller, quicker teams aimed at obtaining 
information and not necessarily rescuing. 
As a former United States Marine, I relished 
the planning and execution of these opera-
tions. It felt eerily similar, except I was just 
an outside participant this time and had no 
leadership role. I only carried a camera and 
a desire to help. 

Once arriving at the villages, Alfredo would 
meet with the leaders and we’d drive or hike 
the rest of the way to the hut where the sick 
children lived. He would briefly chat with 
the family while we waited behind looking 
for him to give us the signal to approach. 
The food bags we were carrying represent-
ed a peace offering from our end, but rep-
resented survival to these families. If there is 
an expedition doctor among the group, he 
or she goes straight to work examining the 
children and looking for the telltale signs 
of parasites, either on their skin or inter-
nally. Alfredo and the doctor then make the 
recommendation to the family as to what 
should happen next. Often a doctor wasn’t 
required for us to see how badly these chil-
dren needed help. Malnourishment, espe-
cially in the womb, creates incredibly heart-
wrenching outcomes for newborns. 

Once it was determined that we’d be bring-
ing a family to Hope of Life, we’d find seats 
for them in one of the rescue vehicles. There 
are so many good things that happen once 
the child arrives at the hospital. The children 
are brought into an admissions area and 
cleaned and examined. Doctors and nurs-
es surround the children and immediately 
begin determining what else is needed. 
It’s amazing to witness and knowing that I 
had a hand in delivering these children to 
safety was impactful beyond words. Hope of 
Life, Absolute Results and the HERO Jeep 
Initiative will not give up. Through adven-
ture opportunities and team building exer-
cises, there are limitless possibilities here. It 
doesn’t have to be just a lifesaving mission 
trip. It can be an adventure experience of a 
lifetime for us and a lifesaving trip for a child 
in Guatemala. When you couple that experi-
ence with something that we all truly love to 
do – travel remotely in beautiful locations – 
it can be almost as life-changing for us as it 
is for the children we’re helping.

The Mission 
Historically, Hope of Life has done this work 
through faith-based church groups and mis-
sion volunteers from around the world. The 
HERO Jeep Initiative and Absolute Results 
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recognized a perfect way to partner the 
adventure community with Hope of Life by 
providing these built vehicles for adven-
ture rescue. This encourages non-religious 
based groups to participate in these rescues 
as well. There is an entire retreat being built 
for corporate team-building adventures and 
rescues. Imagine the impact that saving a 
life can have on a team. It’s a brilliant way to 
bring a group closer together and create an 
atmosphere and mindset that teamwork and 
determination can change lives. 

I still left Guatemala with more questions 
than answers and my desire to return and 
have some small impact on the lives of 
these children is overwhelming. I feel a 
connection to a country and a people with 
whom I otherwise have no direct ties, but 
the experience and the soul-cleansing flow 
of emotion beckon me back. Having such 
a direct impact on another human life is a 
feeling like no other.

Like many of us, I am guilty of hearing about 
these impoverished areas of the world and 
letting it slip through my mind as if it weren’t 
real because I couldn’t see it, hear it or 
touch it. A mother’s tears in Guatemala are 
just as heartbreaking as they are in our own 
neighborhoods. Losing a child, especially 
slowly and painfully, is just as torturous there 
as it is here in the United States. Saving a 
life is powerful regardless of the location. I 
was part of a team that saved nine children 
over the course of three incredible days. 
The power of that is remarkable and it’s an 
addictive feeling that I would like to experi-
ence many times over. I am forever changed 
because of my time in Guatemala.
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HERO Jeep Initiative Vehicles 
Help. Encourage. Rescue. Organize. This is the 
focus of the HERO Jeep initiative and many part-
ners were involved in building these Jeeps. It’s an 
ongoing process as they learn which modifica-
tions are needed. The first two HERO Jeeps pro-
vided were a stock 75th Anniversary Jeep Wran-
gler JKU and a 2016 Jeep Wrangler JKU Rubicon. 
The Rubicon is still in the United States and will 
be delivered to Guatemala in early 2017. In the 
meantime, it’s being built with the help of many 
sponsors and it will be on display at Jeep dealer-
ships throughout the country to raise awareness 
about this cause and the initiative. You’ll also be 
able to see the Rubicon on display at SEMA in 
Las Vegas. The 75th Anniversary Jeep has already 
been delivered and will be built at Hope of Life’s 
vocational school, which is attended by Guatema-
lan children who have been rescued from deplor-
able conditions and now live full-time at Hope of 
Life. They’ve learned mechanical skills after high 
school and now have a trade that can earn them a 
living. It’s an amazing example of the life-altering 
impact this program provides. 

Jeeps R Us
www.jeepsrus.com

2016 HERO Jeep Wrangler JKU Rubicon Sponsors
Rugged Ridge
www.ruggedridge.com

Hope of Life is located just north of Zacapa, Guatemala, about 
three hours by car from Guatemala City. Guatemala City is the larg-
est commercial airport in Guatemala and looks like any small U.S. 
commercial airport. Daily non-stop flights are available from many 
U.S. cities. You can arrange to be picked up at the airport by Hope 
of Life staff members and shuttled directly to your well-appointed 
room or mission house. The campus itself is beautiful and the Hope 
of Life team understands that making rescuers and volunteers com-
fortable is important. That’s also how they attract large sponsors 
and individuals looking for philanthropic opportunities. 

Once you arrive at Hope of Life, there are unlimited ways to be in-
volved. There is a hospital, a nursing home, schools, playgrounds, 
churches and even a pool that looks as if it were taken directly 
from a postcard. Meals are served under a thatched roof eating 
area and are always top shelf. A new café by the pool allows you 
to relax and enjoy Guatemala’s largest export; coffee. This isn’t 
roughing it by any means. You are extremely well cared for at 
Hope of Life and they understand that without a steady stream 
of volunteers and sponsors, this entire operation slows down. I 
wanted for nothing while I was there. 

Spanish is the language of Guatemala, but you do not need to 
speak or understand it in order to be involved. I have very limited 
Spanish and was able to get by without any issues. The over-
all cost for volunteering at Hope of Life depends on what you’re 
planning to do. Staying at Hope of Life for one week is $850 per 
person and includes everything. Funding a baby rescue is $1200 

and can be split amongst as many people as you’d like. Building 
a small home, complete with clean water is $9,000. Being there 
and doing the work yourself is infinitely more rewarding, but as a 
U.S. registered non-profit, Hope of Life relies on funding through 
philanthropy to continue operating at this level and you can donate 
without actually being there. There is no government funding and 
Hope of Life is fully transparent with their financials. You can see 
exactly where your gift is being used and can even be involved in 
that process. 

Absolute Results has built an entire village on the Hope of Life cam-
pus. The Village of Transformation sits high above the campus and 
features a school, one of the most beautiful churches I have ever 
seen, a basketball court, playground, soccer complex, homes and 
an entire building used to care for children who were abused physi-
cally or sexually. Human trafficking is an unfortunate part of life for 
young Guatemalan women. They’re sold to drug lords, traded for 
food or just given away and forgotten. The homes at the Village of 
Transformation each have four children living in them. Each home 
has a Guatemalan mother who will care for them. This is one of the 
most rewarding things to see at Hope of Life. These children have 
literally been given a second chance at life. They are well behaved, 
happy and healthy. Seeing them flourish gave me hope that great 
things are coming for all the children of Guatemala. Hope of Life 
and Absolute Results are raising future leaders. These are kids who 
now understand leadership, independence, confidence and love. 
It’s only a matter of time before a Hope of Life child becomes the 
next President of Guatemala. www.hopeoflifeintl.org

About Hope of Life

Mopar
www.mopar.com

Katzkin
www.katzkin.com

BF Goodrich
www.bfgoodrichtires.com

XL Graphics
CFT Industries
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